


Brush Markers
Flexible brush nib can create fine to bold lines by changing 

marker pressure. Ideal for drawing and coloring. The 
lightweight barrels are ergonomically designed to fit 

comfortably in the hand. AP certified. Available in 12 colors.

Brush Pens
Artline Supreme brush pens feature bright, blur-resistant, water-

based ink and flexible brush nibs that deliver both extra-fine 
and medium lines. Perfect for students, beginners, and 

experienced artists alike. AP certified. Available in 36 colors.

Available in: 
Primary,

Pastel, and
Fluorescent 

colors
4-packs

Available in: 
Assorted color

12-packs
24-packs

and 36-packs

Metallic Markers
Ideal for arts and crafts, including decorating and lettering on 
glass, porcelain, plastic, metal rubber, wood, and cardstock. 

Rich gold and silver pigments create an excellent metallic 
effect. The quick-drying, water- and fade-resistant ink is 

completely opaque, even on dark or transparent surfaces. 
Vivid metallic color will remain sharp and crisp over a long 
period of time. Acid-free ink, AP certified. Available in two 

assorted 4-packs.
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Fine Pens
Artline SUPREME 0.4mm fine tip pens will make your mark 
with a wide range of colors and superior ink quality that 
delivers a SUPREME writing experience. These affordable 

pens come in an array of different colors. AP certified. 
Available in 10, 20 and 30-count packs 

Coloring Pens
Artline SUPREME 0.6mm fine tip coloring pens offer a wide 

range of colors and superior ink quality that delivers a 
SUPREME writing experience. These affordable pens are 

offered in an array of different colors. AP certified. Available 
in 10, 20 and 30-count packs 

UV Markers
Artline SUPREME 1.0mm bullet tip permanent markers glow 

vividly under UV light. Instant drying, waterproof ink. 
Ergonomic shape designed to fit comfortably in your hand. 

Sold in 4-color packs.
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Bullet Tip & Flat Tip Markers
Artline Decorite 1.0mm bullet-tip and 3.0mm flat tip markers 
are perfect for vivid lines and coloring. The high-density, fade-
resistant ink is perfect for decorating and writing on even the 
darkest-colored greeting cards and craft paper. Once the ink 
dries, colors can be overlaid to produce pronounced artistic 
effects. These markers are also wet-erasable on non-porous 

surfaces, like plastic and glass. AP certified. Available in 
metallic and neon inks in 4-packs and 8-packs.

Brush Markers
Artline Decorite brush markers can be used on virtually any 
surface. Create thick and thin lines with one marker. The 

high-density, fade-resistant ink is perfect for decorating and 
writing on even the darkest-colored greeting cards and craft 
paper. Once the ink dries, colors can be overlaid to produce 
pronounced artistic effects. AP certified. Available in metallic, 

pastel and neon ink 4-packs and 8-packs.

Calligraphy Markers
This Artline SUPREME calligraphy pen 4-pack set includes 

1.0mm, 2.0mm, 3.0mm, and 4.0mm black pens. Make your 
artistic mark with the superior ink quality that delivers a 

SUPREME writing experience. 
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Garden Markers
Artline 0.8mm bullet tip garden markers are perfect for 

gardening and carpentry. Ideal for indoor and outdoor use. 

The light-resistant, water-resistant, and quick-dry ink. Useful 
on all kinds of gardening goods-garden labels, flower pots, 

etc. Keep your garden organized with this UV-resistant 
marker, designed to withstand the sun's rays without fading.

Instant drying, fade-resistant, waterproof, UV-resistant, 
permanent, and xylene-free with aluminum barrel.  

AP certified.

Big Nib Whiteboard Markers
Artline Big Nib bullet and flat tip whiteboard markers are 
clearly visible from a distance. Consistent dense ink flow. 

Easily erasable with either a whiteboard eraser or dry cloth. 
Low-odor and xylene-free. Recommended uses: glass, 

porcelain, and whiteboard.  

These whiteboard markers can be refilled, minimizing the 
impact on the environment. 

BIG NIB



Standard Whiteboard Markers
These standard 2.0mm bullet tip whiteboard markers 

provide an even flow, dense color, and are easily erasable. 
Features a bullet tip and aluminum barrel for added 

strength. Recommended uses: glass, porcelain, whiteboard. 
Available in six colors. 

Standard
Whiteboard  Markers

Low Odor Whiteboard Markers
Artline bullet and chisel tip whiteboard markers provide an 

even flow with dense color and low odor and are easily 
erasable. Features a bullet tip and aluminum barrel for added 
strength. Recommended uses: glass, porcelain, whiteboard. 

Available in six colors.

These whiteboard markers can be refilled, minimizing the 
impact on the environment. 

Low Odor
Whiteboard  Markers

Dry Safe Whiteboard Markers
Dry-safe whiteboard markers are convenient and can be used 
for long periods of time without replacing the cap. It has 48 
hours of "cap-off" time and will still deliver bright colors. Also 
suitable for use on electronic whiteboards. It's fast-drying and 

xylene-free. Recommended use: glass, porcelain, and 
whiteboard. Available in eight colors.

Dry Safe
Whiteboard  Markers



Twin-Nib Whiteboard Markers
2.0mm bullet / 2.0-5.0 chisel tip twin-nib whiteboard 

markers are extremely versatile, providing an even flow with 
dense color, and are easily erasable. 1 pen with 3 line 

widths. Features two tips: bullet and chisel. Recommended 
uses: glass, porcelain, whiteboard.

Twin-Nib
Whiteboard  Markers

Drawing System Pens
Perfect for drafting, illustrating, and graphic design.

Friction-proof nib enables you to draw with a consistent 
writing width. Metal reinforced collar nib is suitable for ruler 
and template work without causing nib damage. Pens are 
lightweight and comfortable to use. High-quality acid and 
xylene-free water-based pigment ink are both highly water-

resistant and fade-proof to ensure your drawings last. 

Large selection of nine line widths, available individually and 
in 4-pack and 6-pack sets. AP certified.

Metallic Ink Markers
Artline metallic ink paint markers are suitable for marking on 
most surfaces. Ideal for use in construction, factories, schools, 

and for art and crafts. Completely opaque even on dark or 
transparent surfaces. The color will remain crisp over a long 

period of time. Water and fade-resistant, xylene free with valve 
action and rugged aluminum barrel. Recommended use: 
glass, porcelain, wood, crates, metal, rubber, and plastic. 

Available in gold and silver.

Meta llic
Ink Ma rkers



Paint Markers
Artline paint markers are suitable for marking on most 

surfaces. Perfect for use in construction, factories, schools, 
mural painting and art-craft projects, and many other tasks. 
Ideal for use both indoors and outdoors. These markers are 

rugged enough to mark on stone, rubber, and wood, yet 
gentle enough to be used on polystyrene foam. The quick dry, 
water and fade-resistant ink are completely opaque, even on 

dark or transparent surfaces. Available in 11 colors.

Perma nent
Pa int Ma rkers

Marker for Fabric
Our Artline 1.2mm bullet tip marker for fabric is ideal for 

permanent marking on dark-colored fabrics. The aluminum 
barrel and bullet tip deliver the fast-drying liquid ink exactly 
where you want it, thanks to the accurate valve action. The 
ink is engineered to be highly water and fade-resistant to 

hold up to numerous washings. Recommended uses: dark-
colored clothing, colored shirts, socks, canvas, and linen.

Ma rkers
For Fa bric

Poster Markers
Artline poster markers show off your artistic skills; great for 
creating bold, colorful art and lettering on paper products, 
metal, plastic, glass, wood, rubber, and stone. These poster 
markers deliver a highly opaque pigment ink with superior 
water and fade-resistant performance. Allows over-painting 

without bleed-through. Easily washes off non-porous surfaces. 
Liquid ink is xylene-free and acid-free. AP certified. 

Available in 19 colors.

Poster
Ma rkers


